
Upwards and onwards 
 

Time truly flies when there is a lot to do.  We have been very busy at MCF for the past 

three months; and our students in Dhaka have been equally busy with their exams and 

schoolwork. The good news is that all students have a sponsor for the current school 

year. This means that everyone will be able to finish the grade they are currently in. 

However, this does not mean we can rest. 120 students will start school in 2018. The 

youngest is in first grade. We will not and cannot rest before we have raised enough funds 

to secure their futures. Our fundraising aim for this year is $479,000. 

About a month ago I completed the 6x6 challenge. I completed a full Ironman in South 

Africa, Texas, Taiwan, Australia, Spain and Brazil in 56 days. I have so far raised about 

$17,600. I am truly grateful to everyone, who has sent words of encouragement and 

made donations. This was the toughest challenge yet, and I do not say this lightly.  

The MCF team and myself will be working to raise funds for the following years. We have 

come so far and are so close to completing this ‘project’. We have changed lives and given 

people new hope. We have broken the chains of poverty.  
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6x6 challenge: completed 

Maria Conceicao completed 6 full 

Ironmans on 6 continents in 56 days.  

Maria has once again surprised herself 

and everyone else with her strength and 

determination to help the children in 

Dhaka by completing this unique 

endeavour. Completing not one, but six 

Ironman competitions in a row would be 

something that even seasoned triathletes 

would train for at least a year. Maria had 

never completed an Ironman before, 

again proving her mental strength in 

getting through these challenges.  

 

She has so far raised nearly $25,000, which has been 

disappointing as it is out of proportion with the efforts she 

has exerted. However, this amount will go a long way in 

Dhaka and will put at least 12 students through school for a 

year. 

The feat was published in media in Portugal and in the UAE, 

but did not receive the international attention we were 

hoping for, yet. The luke-warm response has been 

disheartening, but not something to stop us in our tracks.  

We would hereby like to say a special thanks to key sponsors, 

who helped make this happen: KG International, Kcal and 

Nama Development Enterprises. 
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Speaking engagements 

Maria is still available for public speaking events and sharing her inspirational story. She has been to various 

corporate events to deliver keynote speeches as well as motivational addresses to companies, schools and 

various social clubs.  

She talks with great passion and humility of her journey to break the cycle of poverty in the slums of 

Bangladesh. This winner of numerous awards and recognition is the epitome of perseverance and 

determination. Maria shares her experience in the challenging and often misunderstood world of charities.  

Maria offers her audience practical advice on what it takes to turn dreams into reality, how to stop your mind 

from playing tricks on you, how to overcome fear and how to get things done.  

Her extraordinary experience of going from an airhostess to a charity founder while all odds were against her is 

one to inspire, motivate and give her audience a nudge to make a change.  

Maria is available to take bookings based on the fees stated below and we will happily discuss any individual 

speaking agendas and needs. 
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Visitors and volunteers 

Emirates cabin crew visits 

More than 40 Emirates cabin crew visited us in the past 3 months along with groups of volunteers from 

Dubai. 

A flight from Dubai lands in Dhaka every day and many of the cabin crew members are looking for 

opportunities to do something worthwhile while they are on their layover. We made it our aim to increase the 

number of cabin crew visitors and our coordinator in Dhaka has done a great job.  

We have set in place new rules for visitors: they must do more than merely visit and take photos. To avoid such 

‘voluntourism’, we have asked each visitor to either contribute financially, with goods or to carry out a 

workshop or a short training course. This has been very successful and we have managed to secure school 

transport for the children and food for families most in need from the donations made by cabin crew.  

 

The cabin crew has also bought school shoes for those who needed new shoes, brought healthy snacks for the 

children to take to school and taken the children with best results out for meals.  
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Volunteers in Dhaka 

There has also been an increase in longer-term volunteers going to Dhaka. This has been a very welcome 

change and has helped us with data collection and preparing the older students for their futures.  

A group of five volunteers visited us in Dhaka, where they spent four busy days. They travelled with 200+kgs of 

donations they gathered from friends and family in Dubai, which were distributed in Gawair by them to all 125 

children. A day trip to a theme park was organised for the youngest children; a lovely meal at a restaurant for all 

girls and a football match for boys. The youngest volunteer celebrated his birthday in Dhaka with the children. 

It was a wonderful occasion for both the volunteers and our children and the four days were intense, but 

wonderfully spent by all.  

A number of our supporters have opted to take their young children with them to Dhaka. It is completely safe 

and will be a very eye-opening experience for the children. They will see how differently the children in Dhaka 

live, but at the same time will discover how similar they are to each other. 
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News from Dhaka 

 Ratna (grade 4). Ratna 

was involved in a road 

accident and was 

hospitalised. She was on 

her way home from 

school and was hit by a 

rickshaw when she 

crossed the road. Sadly 

this is not an isolated 

occasion and has 

happened before with the youngest children. Ratna is now completely recovered and she was lucky. The 

roads in Dhaka are extremely dangerous, especially for the youngest students. There are very few safe 

places to cross the road, there are any number of vehicles on the road, let alone the roaming dogs. We have 

not been able to hire a school bus for the children for the lack of funds, but in the light of this accident have 

done so. We have managed to cover the cost of the school bus thus far from donations made by cabin crew. 

The youngest children are taken to and from the school safely. The school bus also allows us to easily check 

the school attendance.  

 School results are out. We were very happy to see the interim results for the children this spring. The 

majority got an A or a B while a few others did not do so well. However, there has been a huge improvement 

generally and we are very proud of all our students for their hard work. They have just had their final exams 

and we are now waiting to get their final results. 

 Tutoring. The older students continue to help the youngest with their homework and help get those that 

are a little left behind get back on track. They have also started regular English classes for the parents, who 

are interested in learning English. These classes take place in our guesthouse in Gawair. We would hereby 

like to extend a big thank you to Mr. Shohanur Rahman Shohan, for helping us pay the rent for the tutor 

center in the community.  
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 School meals. Luis Freire, a generous supporter of 

ours, who was one of the volunteers that travelled 

to Dhaka recently, has taken it upon himself to pay 

for a school meals for all students twice a week. 

This is a wonderful contribution and means that 

students can now concentrate on studying with 

their full bellies.   
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News from Portugal 

After completing the 6x6 challenge, Maria travelled to Portugal to take on speaking events and appear on 

radio and TV.  

Presentations:		

 An MCF presentation was delivered as part of International 

Minds in Finland "Human Currents" event  

o A	short	presentation	on	MCF	and	the	impact	of	

the	education	program	on	the	lives	of	children	was	

given.		

o The	public	included	about	40	people,	mostly	other	

lecturers,	university	professors	and	friends	of	the	

main	speakers.	

o “Human	Currents”	books	were	sold	by	the	group	of	main	speakers,	with	a	total	of	205€	

raised.	130€	were	donated	to	us	to	cover	one	of	our	student’s	house	rent	via	Western	

Union.	The	remaining	money	was	transferred	directly	to	our	Portuguese	bank	account.		

 A lecture on MCF's role in changing the world through education and on our marketing strategies was 

given at ESMT Peniche University  

o Around	80	students	attended	this	45-minute	talk	with	Q&A.			

 Lecture on MCF and the importance of volunteer work at Beja Secondary School 

o A	presentation	over	Skype	was	given	on	and	the	importance	of	volunteer	work	in	the	

development	of	youth.	The	event	lasted	around	1	hour,	including	Q&A.	

o Around	80	high	school	students	attended.	

o The	school	raised	funds	and	is	to	transfer	the	total	to	us.	The	main	teacher	also	started	a	

fundraising	group	for	MCF	and	would	prepare	future	events	on	her	own.	

  Guest speakers at Horasis Conference 

o We	attended	a	panel	with	other	NGOs,	where	our	work	and	the	work	of	other	charities	

was	discussed.	Around	30	people	attended	and	many	people	came	forward	with	ideas	

to	help	us	in	the	future.		
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 Presentation at Sociedade Recreativa da Granja 

o An	MCF	presentation	was	given	to	the	people	of	Granja,	around	20	people	were	in	

attendance.			

 Lecture on Maria's book and MCF at Feira do Livro  

o A	shared	presentation	with	Francesca	Miralles	was	given	about	MCF	and	the	concept	of	

Ikigai.		

o The	Portuguese	version	of	Maria’s	book	was	sold	at	the	event.		

 Maria appeared as a guest speaker at Estoril Conferences giving the audience the story of MCF and 

moving many people to action. 

 Maria spoke at a fundraising event organized by Women in Business,	where	€600	was	raised	in	book	

sales	€575	from	raffle	tickets	and	a	dinner	with	Maria	was	auctioned	at	€10000. 

Media	appearances	

o Maria	was	interviewed	by	Lusa,	RTP1	(TV)	and	a	by	Sol	newspaper.		

o Maria	also	had	two	radio	interviews	with	radio	Antena	3	(As	Donas	da	Casa,	Prova	Oral);	

an	interview	with	Antena	1,	where	she	appeared	on	Jose	Candeias	show	and	RDPi	radio		

where	she	appeared	on	a	show	called	Heroes	de	Portugal.		

o Maria	also	appeared	on	a	Facebook	live	event	hosted	by	A	Cave	do	Markl.	 	
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Donations 

 Dubai Cares. We are pleased 

to announce that Dubai Cares 

has granted us $25,000 

donation to go towards the 

school fees of our children. 

We are very proud to be 

associated with a renowned 

organisation like Dubai Cares and value their endorsement highly. This generous amount helped us secure 

the education of 8 students until they graduate from high school. As one of the largest charities in the 

world, Dubai Cares helps children in various developing countries get an education. They also work in 

Bangladesh. We are forever grateful for this contribution.   

 $10,000 from Drive Arabia. Drive Arabia have 

donated the proceeds from the sale of a car to us. 

This donation will go towards covering the school fees for the next year.  

 $2500 donation from Eagle Burgmann. Thank 

you to Mr Babak for organising this donation, 

which will cover the fees for two students in 

primary school. 

 Newton shoes. Sports in Life in Dubai donated a 100 pairs of brand new shoes for our children. We have 

thus far managed to take 50 pairs to Dhaka and 50 are waiting to be transported from Dubai. The shoes 

will come in very handy as most of the children 

only have one pair of shoes – their school shoes. 

Their school shoes will now last much longer 

and help families save money. A special thank 

you to Samantha from Sports in Life for 

organising this and for Dorothee and friends for 

taking the shoes to Dhaka.  
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Future plans 

 Within the current year, we aim to raise USD479,000. Understanding that we cannot rely on Maria’s 

challenge alone to achieve this, we have started to branch out into several additional streams of 

fundraising. 

 Speaking engagements done not only by Maria, but also by volunteers and other members of staff in 

different parts of the world, will bring awareness as well as funds as speaking fees will be charged. 

 Increasing corporate sponsors. The speaking engagements mentioned above have already given us a 

number of valuable contacts and new supporters in the corporate world. Apart from pro bono help in 

various areas, we have had large donations made and support pledged by corporate entities as a part of 

their CSR programmes. 

 “A Woman On Top Of The World” will continue to be sold, with all proceeds going towards children’s 

school fees.  

 Maria Cristina Foundation’s second book has been completed. The second book gives much insight into 

the world of running a charity, to life in Dhaka and behind the scenes stories never told before. We are 

now looking for a sponsor to help publish the book (11k AED or $3k for 1000 copies), which will also be 

translated into Portuguese.  

 

Thank you! 


